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The town of Colstrjp is "a disaster 
area," according to K. Ross Toole, 
University of Montana professor of 
western history.
Toole, who wrote a book on 
Colstrip which will be published thjs 
spring, said in a recent interview, "If 
this is the ideal planned community, 
God help us.”
Plants Being Built
Colstrip is the site oftwo coal-fired 
generating units now being built by 
northwestern power companies, and 
two more have been proposed.
“Living there has got to be just 
miserable,” he said.
“Trailers are window to window. 
Spoil bank after spoil bank, a mass of 
gray, ugly material, looms in the 
horizon.
“The town is so dirty and crowded, 
the pay must be very good to get 
people to stay.
“ B u s i n e s s m e n  say t he  
development is marvelous, but 
public facilities are in trouble.
"You can feel tension crackling in 
the air. This is a dangerous situation. 
Hardhats are aliens to the people of 
the area, and venomous animosity 
exists between the two groups."
As a direct result of coal 
development in southwestern Mon­
tana, the population of Colstrip has 
risen from about 60 people in 1969 to 
more than 3,200 in 1975, according
to figures from the Rosebud County 
Clerk and Recorder's Office.
Accompanying this increase, the 
crime rate for the area has jumped 
37.6 per cent in the past three years.
The Rosebud County Sheriff’s Of­
fice reports that since 1972, when 
construction of Colstrip 1 was 
started, the average cases have in­
creased:
• 100 per cent for rape.
• 71.4 per cent for assault.
•  26.3 per cent for burglary.
• 20.4 per cent for theft.
•  90 per cent for auto theft.
•  72.7 per cent for fraud, which in­
cludes bad check writing.
• 22.5 per cent for vandalism.
• 93.6 per cent for drug abuse.
•  100 per cent for gambling.
Taxes Not Enough
Jennifer Tully, Northern Plains 
Resource Council staff member, said 
the rise in tax revenue from the plants 
being built by Montana Power Co. 
and four other utility companies will 
not cover costs to the town and 
county caused by the development.
"Montana Power Co. talks about 
producing tax dollars, but doesn’t 
publicize costs of the population in­
crease because of the development," 
she charged.
NPRC, an opponent of proposed 
Colstrip units 3 and 4, has taken the 
stand that the companies involved in 
coal development should bear the 
full cost, she continued. “They are 
not doing so,” she said.
For example, Tully explained, "the 
federal government and taxpayers 
are subsidizing the town by paying 
half the construction cost of a large 
community park complex.”
Joan Roesgen, a Billings free­
lance writer who has written 
newspaper accounts of both the ran­
chers’ and MPC’s version of the 
town, said Colstrip is two towns in 
one.
“On one side of the railroad tracks 
are the nice homes and landscaped 
yards,” she said. “On the other side 
of the tracks, the plants are literally 
surrounded by dusty trailers. The 
contrast is amazing."
“ I’m so impressed with what 
they're doing with landscaping and 
supermarkets.”
However, she said, the company 
has not said what is planned for the 
trailer-court area, where the tran­
sient construction workers live.
MPC Replies
Bob Amick, Montana Power Co. 
news relations manager, said that by 
July 1, construction workers for 
Colstrip 1 and 2 will be gone, leaving 
a permanent population of about 
2,000 people.
"I wouldn’t say there are no bad 
effects," he said. "But quality of life 
has improved considerably for 
people in the area.
“The company pays 88 per cent of 
the total tax load for the county,
• Cont. on p. 6
THE TOWERING STACKS OF COLSTRIP coal-fired generating units 3 and 4 dwarf trailers In the town of Colstrip. 
(Montana Kaimin photo by Student Action Center)





The process being used to select 
the new Copper Commons manager 
is unacceptable, Student Union 
Board decided last night.
The board passed a resolution 
which expressed strong dis­
satisfaction with both the method 
and criteria being used.
SUB governs policy in the 
University Center.
Resolution Explained
The resolution said, "SUB 
unanimously opposes the form that 
is being used in the selection process 
for the UC Relief Food Service 
Supervisor.
"We strongly urge that the selec­
tion' committee obtain recommen­
dations for each candidate and 
personally interview each candidate 
with the full participation of SUB."
SUB member Steve Corrick said 
the effect of the resolution was to ask 
the selection committee to "start the 
process over again."
The selection committee is chaired 
by Carson Vehrs, UM food service 
director.
The committee met Tuesday to 
review the nine applications for the 
position that were approved by 
Personnel Services.
Three students and six non­
students originally applied for the 
position.
No Student Finalists
According to Duane (Dewey) 
Lange, UC night manager, the com­
mittee selected three finalists and
decided to try to setup interviews 
with them early next week.
None of the three finalists were 
students.
Lange said the major criterion 
used to eliminte the other applicants 
was that they did not have two years 
of experience with food service 
operations.
Lange told SUB that he felt the em­
phasis on past experience was mis­
placed.
“My interest is in a candidate that 
can relate well to students," Lange 
said.
He added that if the committee 
uses experience as its number one 
criterion there is “a definite pos­
sibility” that the emphasis in the 
Commons will be on “the technical 
production of food, rather than on 
getting along with personnel and 
students."
Ray Chapman, UC director, who 
also attended the SUB meeting, 
agreed with Lange that experience
• Cont on p. 3
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Bowers to discuss 
State of U today
University of Montana 
President Richard Bowers will 
present his State of the 
University address at 3:10 p.m. 
today in Liberal Arts 11.
The address will be made 
during the regular meeting of 
the Faculty Senate.
V____________________
Official finds minorities 
women underrepresented 
in UM  administration
By TOM ANDERSON
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Women and minorities are underrepresented in the University of Montana 
administration, a U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare official 
said yesterday.
No minority group members and only two women are administrators, Alex 
Aguilar, an equal opportunity specialist for HEW’s Denver Civil Rights office, 
said in ag interview.
The University has 39 full-time administrators.
He added that few faculty and staff members are minority group members. 
However, he continued, that may be because few qualified minority group 
members are available.
Aguilar is the head of a four-member review team which has been interview­
ing faculty and staff members since Tuesday.
The team is reviewing the University’s plan to eliminate discrimination in 
employment based on sex, race, religion and national origin.
Discriminatory hiring practices are illegal and could cost the UM its HEW- 
funded programs.
The University is required by an executive order to submit and have ap­
proved a plan for eliminating discrimination in employment.
The University’s plan has been submitted and is now being reviewed by the 
team.
Aguilar said he had found no problems with the plan.
The University, he explained, has made progress over the past three years, 
and it has tried to find qualified minority group members and women to fill 
jobs that became available.
Aguilar's team is also collecting documents on employment at the 
University for review in Denver.
After both reviews are completed the team will report its findings to UM 
President Richard Bowers, Aguilar said.
The report, he said, will accept or reject the University’s plan.
The University's proposal for eliminating employment discrimination was 
tentatively accepted on Aug. 7, 1973.
Aguilar said his office has had a high employe turnover.
He said his office had operated until 1974 with a staff of 12 employes, which 
has increased to 40 this year.
The office reviews employment plans for elementary and secondary 
schools, hospitals and rest homes, vocational schools, junior colleges and 
federal contractors in six states.
I montanaKaimin
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opinion
| HEW YORK WILL HAVE TO END IT'S PROFU&ATE WAYS 11
Pass It 
(Up)
I t  HAS BEEN a long time coming, but 
it looks as though this country might 
establish some law and order.
Crime is on the rampage and has 
been since the Big War back before 
Hoover. We had strong laws then. The 
Alien and Sedition Acts, for instance; 
they authorized using the hangman’s 
noose on babbling commies who 
talked down this country. Americans 
were cohesive.
Those laws have been decimated by 
years of legislating and court med­
dling. Americans made it through 
World War II, but look what happened 
while we were in Vietnam: Hippies and 
knee-jerk liberals were trading 
patriotism for rebellion and rifles for 
marijuana.
The United States could have made 
fertilizer out of every gook in Indochina 
if we would have strung up the 
agitators who conned American boys 
to protest, burn draft cards and flee the 
country.
But some sane men have realized the 
need for rigid national security, no- 
nonsense criminal penalties, including 
reinstatement of the death penalty, 
stronger marijuana laws and laws to 
instill in the press some respect for 
authority.
Thanks to the efforts of patriots like
Richard Nixon, John Mitchell and 
Richard Kleindienst, Senate Bill 1, a bill 
to codify, revise and reform the 
criminal code, reportedly is headed for 
passage.
Sam Irvin Jr., one of the bill’soriginal 
backers, got cold feet this fall and 
withdrew his support after the power- 
glutted press began churning out sen­
sationalized headlines to deceive the 
public about the bill.
It is hard to say how much the com­
munists paid Irvin to say, “S.1 is simply 
atrocious and would establish essen­
tially a police state.”
Examine the b.s. the press is piling 
on the American public:
•  “S.1 . . .  proposes a number of far- 
reaching changes that raise some very 
real threats to civil liberties. . . . It’s
probably necessary to keep ringing the 
alarm bells loud and often... .  Senator 
Bayh says he signed on (as a sponsor) 
so as to be in better tactical position to 
amend the measure—an explanation 
that for credibility has to rank with 
Nelson Rockefeller’s statement that he 
didn’t oppose the Vietnam war all those 
years for fear of hurting New York 
State’s chance for federal financial 
aid.”—Wall Street Journal
•  “Not since the Alien and Sedition 
Acts has a more sweeping assault been 
mounted in this country against 
democratic self-government. . . . The 
first target is the First Amendment.’’- 
Los Angeles Times
•  “Lest we sound like a frenzied Paul 
Revere wearing a press hat, let us put 
this bill in its best perspective.. . there
Veteran hustled by reactionaries
By JIM GRANSBERY
D u r in g  THE SUMMER of 1970 while serv­
ing as a naive, hospital corpsman in Uncle 
Sam’s Navy at the Dispensary Pharmacy in 
Seattle, I signed a petition against a bill being 
considered in Congress.
The bill in question would have provided a 
guaranteed minimum annual income to 
welfare recipients.
Stalking the halls of the Dispensary was a 
lifer CPO who was so far to the right as to make 
Ronald Reagan appear as a flaming liberal, 
pressuring everyone in sight to sign the 
petition, which he described as being against 
this “commie" legislation.
Well, everyone is against commies, so I 
signed the petition. The overriding reason be­
ing that this chief had to approve leaves and I 
wanted to go back to Montana in the fall to res­
cue my sanity—no need to antagonize the 
neanderthal who could put you on shit details.
I forgot about the petition the next moment 
and in a few months the chief retired to Soda 
Springs, Idaho where he was going to get that 
"son of a bitch" Frank Church defeated in the 
next election.
SOMEHOW MY NAME on that petition ended 
up in the bowels of computerized mailing lists. 
Not just the mailing lists that offered inflatable 
full-sized female dolls with the important parts 
attached, but on the fund raising lists for right- 
wing political organizations. Holy mother!
I received appeals for funds from such 
notables as Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., Sen. 
Strom Thurmund, R-S.C., and Sen. John 
Tower, R-Tex., asking me to contribute to their 
reelection campaigns.
After my discharge from the service these 
letters were dutifully forwarded to my home 
address, seeking me out like a heat sensitive 
missile.
But none were so flattering as the epistle I 
received in July from the American Security 
Council. American Security what? I must be 
moving up with the likes of Henry Kissinger.
Dear Mr. Gramsbery: (my name was 
always misspelled.)
Because you are an opinion leader in 
Seattle, you have been nominated to 
serve on our National Advisory Board 
and to participate in our 1975 National 
Security Issues Poll.
To insure accurate poll tabulation, I 
have assigned an identification code to
each prospective Board member. Your 
code number is 7647.
We want to release the results of this 
poll to the President, the Congress and 
the national press as soon as possible, 
so please return your questionnaire 
today.
Your vote is particularly important 
now because official Washington is 
NOT representing you and me in their 
decisions (sic) concerning our nation's 
survival I
For example, I don’t think that you 
wanted our country to both become 
second best to the Soviet Union in 
military strength and to agree not to 
defend you or me against missiles.
Yet, Washington did let the Soviets 
become militarily superior to the U.S. 
and did agree not to defend U.S. 
civilians.
If you don’t think it's that bad, please 
look at the facts in the enclosed 
P H A S E D  U N I L A T E R A L  
DISARMAMENT folder.
THE ENCLOSED FOLDER in graphic detail 
(red, white and blue) describes the dire conse­
quences of the SALT I Treaty, which was giv­
ing Russia nuclear and conventional military 
superiority.
As a result the American Security Council 
has organized to alert “millions of Americans 
to what happened to our nation's defenses," 
the letter said.
“The heart of this plan is a computerized 
MAJORITY OPINION DATA BANK which will 
permanently maintain your opinion on basic 
national defense, foreign policy and internal 
security issues."
All I had to do to join the select Company of 
five former chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, the publisher of the St. Louis Globe- 
Democrat, the former president of U.S. Steel 
and assorted retired admirals and generals 
was fill out the questionnaire and pay dues of 
$10 a year, which I was assured was a discount 
of 33 per cent. For $5 more I would receive a 
beautiful sterling silver five-pointed star with a 
pentagon in the center.
I PERUSED over the questionnaire, which 
basically calls for $20 billion more a year for 
the Pentagon so the United States could des­
troy every living being in Russia 20 times over 
instead of 10.
In addition this group of who's who among 
reactionaries wants to reinstitute the House 
Committee on Internal Security.
And as for my being an opinion leader in 
Seattle, I was. I regularly expressed my 
opinion in a drunken, loud-mouthed manner 
in section 8, row A of the Seattle Coliseum, 
hurling epitaths to the likes of hockey referee. 
Lloyd Gilmour and Portland Buckeroo 
defenseman Cornelius “mad dog” Madigan.
Also, in several of the more disreputable 
drinking establishments on First Avenue, I was 
well known for my imitation of a Canada goose 
coming in for a landing off a bar stool.
But in all seriousness I considered joining 
the group for several reasons. First, I need that 
silver star to dress up the faded lapel of my Big 
Mac denim jacket, Next, I could fill out the poll 
with all the "wrong” answers and give the com­
puter fits.
You see I am diametrically opposed to 
everything this group stands for. If these 
people were even aware of my physical 
appearance, many would suffer a myocardial 
infarction.
However, just to be on the safe side, I am 
sending in my dues right away.
I WANT TO BE on record as being a “ loyal" 
American who advocates spending $150 
billion a year to destroy the planet, being 
against foreign trade with the communist 
countries even though our farmers are making 
a bundle off it, and being for the reinstitution of 
the House Committee for Witch Hunts to get 
rid of the home grown “commies."
Also I want to make sure the country 
provides plenty of guns for the fascists in Chile 
and be willing to go to war every time a "com­
munist” threatens one of our dictator friends in 
South Korea, Indonesia, Taiwan, Spain and 
anywhere else the CIA runs the government.
With SB1, the Nixon Supreme Court and the 
prospect of Ronald Reagan and George 
Wallace running for President, I want to have 
my loyalty credentials in order.
One has to be careful. Since guilt by as­
sociation is the first rule of survival in a repres­
sive political atmosphere, I want to be in the 
select company of all those generals, admirals 
and captains of American industry.
TO MAKE MY PORTFOLIO complete, I am 
anxiously awaiting an appeal for funds from 
George Wallace who has my name on his mail­
ing list for sure.
Dear Mr. Gramsbery:
Because you all is an opinion leader in 
Seattle, we is nominating you to be a 
charter member of the George Wallace 
for President. . . .
is a chronic vagueness throughout__
An executive branch, given the 
formidable powers of S.1, might turn 
such powers against Congress as well 
as against the media and the public.”- 
Chicago Tribune
Even Montana has been infiltrated by 
conspirators.
Frank Wilkinson, a director of the 
National Committee Against Repres­
sive Legislation, told an audience at the 
University early this month S.1 "is the 
most repressive legislation Congress 
has ever considered." He never would 
have gotten away with such deceit here 
in the days when the Montana Council 
of Defense was upholding American 
ideals.
Montanans must come together 
behind Senator Mansfield, cosponsor 
of the bill, and ram this long-needed 
legislation into law before the press 
and the likes of Wilkinson dupe more 
Americans.
This country needs to:
• Provide mandatory executions for 
certain crimes. Inevitably a few in­
nocents might get the axe under S.1's 
provisions, but most of those 
sentenced to death are going to be the 
scum that makes cities unsafe to 
inhabit.
•  Wiretap any domestic activity that 
th reatens the power of our 
government. S.1 would compel 
telephone companies and landlords to 
cooperate “forthwith” and “unob­
t r u s i v e l y ”  w i t h  g o v e rn m e n t  
wiretappers.
•  Jail persons leading riots. The bill 
would be strict, invoking com­
prehensive federal involvement down 
to the level of barroom brawls, but 
everyone knows the feds are not going 
to deal with anything less than the 
uprisings in Watts.
•  Make it illegal for government em­
ployes to tattle when the government is 
violating the law. Americans must trust 
their government to use its power 
judiciously.
•  Substitute governmentsecrecyfor 
some of the freedoms guaranteed by 
the First Amendment. Americans can­
not allow traitors like Daniel Ellsberg 
and Tony Russo to divulge top secret 
information like the Pentagon Papers 
to newspapers like The New York 
Times that will print it.
Harvard and Yale professors have 
said S.1 “would constitute unparalleled 
disaster" for individual rights. But men 
like Nixon and President Ford say the 
bill would attack crime the way crime 
attacks our people—without pity. It 
would promote goodness, decency 
and domestic tranquility.
S.1 should be passed.
Landers, Richard E.
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was not the most im portant 
qualification.
"For this position, the two years of 
experience should be the least im­
portant criterion for selection,” he 
said.
"The number one criterion should 
be the person's ability to get along 
with other people up and down the 
organization.
“We can teach this person most of 
the technical skills involved.”
Concern Expressed
Dan Cobb, SUB chairman, also ex­
pressed concern over the selection 
criteria.
“We may be excluding someone 
who is fantastic in student relations, 
because he doesn't have two years of 
food service experience,” Cobb said.
He said it was his understanding 
that the first criterion the committee 
was supposed to use was the ap­
plicant’s ability to relate well to the 
Commons staff.
Cobb also complained about the 
speed with which the selection com­
mittee was making its decision.
"We are being rushed into this 
much too fast,” Cobb said.
“We are going in blind."
Chapman said that he thought part 
of the disagreement between SUB 
and the selection committee 
stemmed from the wording of the 
title of the Commons manager 
position.
The committee is hiring a "relief 
food service supervisor" whose
duties would include overseeing the 
Gold Oak Room as well as the 
Copper Commons, Chapman ex­
plained.
Title Changed
The board subsequently voted to 
ask the selection committee to 
change the title to include the words 
"Copper Commons manager" to em­
phasize that part of the job.
Lange said he thought there would 
be no objection from the selection 
committee to the title change.
Chapman also questioned the 
membership of the selection com­
mittee.
The committee consists of Chap­
man, Vehrs, Lodge Food Service 
Director John Piquette, auxiliary 
Enterprises Director James Brown,
Central Board has decided to 
mount a direct mail campaign to ask 
alumni and the parents of University 
of Montana students to donate 
money to the library forthe purchase 
of books.
On Nov. 12 CB passed a resolution 
funding the campaign $631. The ac­
tion was a response to the student ad 
hoc library committee’s report that 
dealt with the defects of the library.
Residence Halls Director Tom 
Hayes, UC Food Service Director 
Steve Barclay and any member of 
SUB who is interested.
Chapman said that while he was 
not questioning their judgment, he 
did not see why it was necessary for 
Hayes and Brown to be on the com­
mittee.
Cobb explained that while any 
member of SUB can participate in 
the selection process, that SUB 
would have only one vote.
He added that he would relay the 
resolution and the board's sen­
timents to Vehrs today.
On another matter, the board 
decided not to lower the prices in the 
UC recreation room.
The board decided to review the 
prices again Winter Quarter.
The most urgent problem of the 
library, according to the committee's 
chairman Kevin Strobel, is a lack of 
funds for purchasing new books and 
periodicals:
The Alumni Association last year 
halted its efforts to raise money for 
the library book fund. The CB fund­
raising drive is intended to compen­
sate for the cessation, of the Alumni 
Association's program.
Central Board initiates plan 
to solicit money for library
Pre-med club hears 
anti-abortion speaker
ai Considering abortion is the same 
as "deliberating removing a human 
being from where it can survive," 
Father James Provo of the Roman 
Catholic Church in Helena said Mon­
day in a talk to the University of Mon­
tana Pre-Med Club.
He also said he believes a fetus In 
the womb Is a living human being.
Provo's talk was the second In a 
series dealing with abortion and the 
doctor's role. The first speaker was 
Judy Smith of the Women's 
Resource Center.
Briefly mentioned by Father Provo 
were the psychological, social, legal, 
medical and financial aspects of 
abortion. He did not elaborate on 
these any further than to say they ex­
isted.
The main emphasis of Father 
Provo's talk was on the ethical 
aspects of abortion.
Father Provo explained that each 
■individual has his own set of values 
and belief system. Life is at a 
different place on each individual’s 
priority listing of values, he said.
As values in direct conflict with
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Chicken! Inside Seating! 
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abortion, Father. Provo listed human 
life, self-determination and personal 
interdependence.
Human life, in Father Provo’s 
opinion, Is "a gift you can become." 
He said that It is a gift that develops 
constantly.
Self-determination allows the In­
dividual to make value judgments 
and follow through on them, Father 
Provo said.
Personal Interdependence was ex­
plained by Father Provo as the need 
to care for other human beings 
besides oneself.
As advice to pre-med students, 
Father Provo urged the audience to 
treat a pregnant woman as though 
treating two patients. Father Provo 
emphasized the responsibility the 
doctor has not only to the pregnant 
woman but also to the unborn child.
“ I sympathize with parents," 
Strobel, a senior in political science 
and economics, said, “but they are 
the only persons that we have some 
access to."
The book fund allocation to the 
schools and colleges for this year Is 
exactly the same as last year's 
allotment „o f $52,489. . However, 
3v#rS§eT)6M prides have risen by 10 
per cent during the past year.
“The drive should be done, 
because that’s the only way to 
purchase more books than last year," 
Strobel said. He said the UM library 
has about 500,000 books, 160,000 
less than the average for universities 
the size of UM.
The UM library book drive in 1971- 
72 netted about $10,000, he said. If 
the same amount can be raised this 
year after a three-month campaign, 
the UM library will be able to 
purchase about 1,000 books and 
periodicals, Strobel said.
CB also approved the committee's 
recommendation to urge the 1977 
legislature to complete the library 
construction and furnishing, and to 
maintain the present library hours.
Thursday Night at 
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Environmental research in eastern Montana, including Colstrip, is costing 
at least $2 million to $3 million a year, John McBride said recently.
McBride, administrator for University of Montana coal-study teams, said in 
an interview Tuesday the federal and state studies are financed mainly by 
National Science Foundation, National Energy Research and Development 
Administration and Federal Environmental Protection Agency.
Development Opposed
“This money is being spent because people are opposing development that 
may damage the environment,” he said.
“For the first time, research has been done before development has taken 
place, rather than doing and looking at consequences later."
The primary purpose of research before development is to establish what 
the environment is like before power plants begin operating, he explained.
This information, he added, may be used later to help measure pollution 
and environmental damage caused after the plants begin to operate.
U Personnel Involved
McBride said many University personnel are involved with parts of the en­
vironmental research projects.
Those projects and their workers include:
• Social impact, Raymond Gold, professor of sociology.
•  Availability and viability of native seeds to use to reclaim stripmined land, 
Lee Eddleman, assistant professor of forestry.
• Demand for Montana coal and effects of other energy source changes on 
that demand; Arnold Silverman, professor 6f geology; Thomas Power and 
John Duffield, assistant professors of economics, and McBride.
•  Economic impact, Maxine Johnson, assistant professor of business ad­
ministration, and Paul Polzin, research associate forthe Bureau of Business 
and Economic Research.
•  Impact of development on water resources, Mark Weber, professor of 
geology, and Dr. Robert Curry, UM Student Health Service director.
•  Analysis and effects of by-products from power plant operation, Ron 
Erickson and Wayne Van Meter, professors of chemistry.
•  Pollutants in rain, animal bones and plants, persons in the Environmental 
Studies Laboratory in the UM Natural Sciences Building.
Data Needed
Clarence Gordon, environmental studies director, said the research is “ im­
portant In the fight against Colstrip 3 and 4."
“We need data on effects of Colstrip 1 and 2 before we plan 3 and 4,” he said.
McBride said the social impact on the people in the area is the most serious 
problem of development.
"Air and water are important, but they can be attacked through 




invites applications from students for the position of 
Student Affairs Assistant.
The wage for this position is $3 per hour, approximately 
four hours per day. The length of the appointment is one 
year, beginning January 2, 1976.
Resumes and applications should be mailed or hand 
delivered to:
James A. Brown 
Director, Student Services 
Lodge 260
by Monday, December 15,1975.
Interested students may obtain application forms and 
position requirements from the Student Affairs Office, 
Lodge 101.
PIZZA EATERS
SPECIAL every Thursday 5 til closing
f  f i l l  O H  the special 
l i l U U  l i t  t  troop pizza
PIONEERS IN PIZZA
HWY. 93 & PAXSON. MISSOULA
STUDY COMMISSIONERS DISAGREE
Development of city-county government argued
By BILL McKEOWN
Montana Kalmin Reporter
Members of the joint local 
government study commission 
agree that the city and county of Mis­
soula should have one government. 
But, they disagree how to bring it 
about.
The cooperating cit'y and county 
commissions voted 9 to 5 last July to 
present a county charter and city dis- 
incorporation proposal to Missoula 
voters.
City and county residents will vote 
on the proposed chartered county 
government next June.
If the voters approve the county 
government, city residents will vote 
next November whether to dis-in- 
corporate the city.
Most agree that if the county is to 
assume the responsibility for the dis­
incorporated city, it must have more 
power. Self government or home- 
rule powers for the county are gained 
by writing the charter.
However, some commission 
members disagree whether the city 
should dis-incorporate or con­
solidate with the county.
The Choices
Dis-incorporation is a "radical" ap­
proach that says, "The best way to 
solve our governmental problems is 
to terminate our government,” ac­
cord ing to the Handbook of Montana 
Forms of Local Government written 
by James Lopach and Lauren 
Me Kinsey.
Lopach and McKinsey continue, 
“A city ortown, by dis-incorporating, 
will lose its legal status and identity 
and, theoretically, will receive in ex­
change equal or better governmental 
services from the county at the same 
or reduced cost."
City-county consolidation is a 
merger of the two separate 
governments into one having power 
over both the city and county.
Both consolidation and dis-in­
corporation achieve the goal of a 
single unified government. Why Ts 
there disagreement on how to 
achieve unified government?
Municipal Status
Is a chartered county government 
a municipality?
Commission members and others 
grapple with this question and no 
one seems to have the answer.
Municipal status entitles the 
county government to receive state 
and federal funding the city once 
received. It also means the county 
could incur a higher level of bonded 
indebtedness for capital expen­
ditures and could make zoning laws 
more stringent.
Bonded indebtedness is the 
amount a city can go into debt to pay 
for community projects, such as 
bridges, streets or a civic center. The 
maximum amount a city can go into 
debt is set by the state.
County Atty. Robert Deschamps 
has said the proposed chartered 
county government would be a 
municipality because it has a charter.
A charter allows the local 
government any powers not 
forbidden by the state constitution, 
the state legislature or the charter 
itself.
Therefore, Deschamps said, the 
charter could “authorize the county 
to exercise the powers and have the 
status of a municipal corporation."
However, Mike Sehestedt, staff at­
torney for the state Commission on 
Local Government, said he does not 
believe the state and federal 
government would recognize the 
county as a municipality.
The disagreement among the 
lawyers, as well as the study com­
missioners, can be traced to the lack 
of any clear definition of what can be 
accomplished by writing a charter.
Weighing the Benefits 
of Each
A report prepared by the Missoula 
planning staff contends that a 
chartered county government would 
lose $225,000 in state gas and beer 
tax revenues.
The report also claims that a
chartered county government could 
incur a bonded indebtedness of 
$14.4 million while a consolidated 
government could have a bonded 
indebtedness of about $50.4 million.
Margot Talbot, a member of the 
city local study commission, believes 
that consolidation would have more 
benefits than city dis-incorporation.
She said if the city and county con­
solidate the area could qualify as a 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Area. She said this would entitle Mis­
soula to 12 new federal funding 
programs available only to SMSA’s.
For example, she said, the deficit 
from the proposed Missoula Mass
Transit System would be paid com­
pletely by the state and federal 
government. Now, she said, the city 
of Missoula will pay 50 per cent of the 
deficit and the state will pay the rest.
She said Missoula also would be 
eligible for police, social services 
and housing and urban planning 
programs if it consolidated.
However, Nancy Orr, a member of 
the county local study commission, 
maintains that a chartered county 
government could* also receive 
SMSA designation.
She said a chartered county 
government has “just as much 
chance”  to  rece ive  SMSA 
designation as a consolidated city- 
county.
She said -if the city dis-in- 
corporates, Missoula would be the 
third largest metropolitan area in 
Montana, following Billings and 
Great Falls.
Orr said if the county charter were 
"presented properly" to the Office of 
Management and Budget and to 
SMSA officials, they could not 
overlook the fact Missoula would 
becom e  th e  th ir d  la rg e s t  
metropolitan area in Montana.
Critics of dis-incorporation cite 
the weakness of county zoning laws
as another reason for their op­
position.
According to the self-government 
code, laws regulating planning and 
zoning will not change.
In other words, even if a local 
government writes a charter for self- 
government powers, it will still be 
restricted by state law.
The dis-incorporation critics 
contend th is rule would not 
adversely affect Missoula zoning 
because the city zoning powers 
would be adopted under con­
solidation. And, they say, city zoning 
laws are much more restrictive than 
county laws.
However, they say, if the city and 
county consolidate, the county zon­
ing laws will be applied. According to 
the planning staff report, this could 
cause "econom ic havoc and 
seriously impede efforts directed at 
orderly community development.”
But Audra Browman, county study 
commission member, claims there is 
no reason county zoning laws can­
not be as strong as the city’s.
She said if the city dis-in- 
corporates the proposed nine- 
member commission can declare 
special zoning districts.
She said these zoning districts can 
include all of the area previously in 
the city and it would take protest 
petitions by 40 per cent of the 
affected property owners^ to ggt ou}, 
of fhe district.
Under these conditions, she said, 
the county zoning laws would be as 
stringent as the present city laws.
Brownman said the need for a 
powerful and efficient county 
government is the reason dis-in­
corporation and a county charter 
were proposed.
Orr said there is an overwhelming 
majority of study commission 
members who favor a one- 
government system in Missoula. But
for political reasons, she said, most 
members would like one issue at a 
time presented to the voters.
Both advocates and opponents of 
dis-incorporation agree that the dif­
ficulty in getting voter acceptance of 
consolidation is one reason city dis- 
incorporation was proposed.
In consolidation “more is at stake 
for more persons because of the 
degree of change that is possible,” 
according to the Lopach and 
McKinsey booklet City-County Con­
solidation in Montana.
They say, "more consolidation 
proposals have been rejected than 
have been adopted." The two 
members of the University of Mon­
tana Bureau of Government 
Research say that "city-county con­
solidation is a thoroughly political 
undertaking—probably more so than 
any other type of local government 
reorganization. As a result, adoption 
is always an uncertain business.”
Urban Fringe Problem
Most experts feel that the “urban 
fringe" is one reason for the low 
political feasibility of consolidation.
The urban fringe is the urban area 
immediately surrounding the city 
limits. Urban residents pay taxes 
only to the county, while residents of 
the city of Missoula pay taxes to both 
the city and county. The expenses, 
therefore, of maintaining the city are
shouldered by city residents while 
residents of the urban-fringe area 
can use city services without paying 
for them, city study commission 
members maintain.
The proposed charter for a county 
government would solve this 
problem by creating service districts. 
Urban, rural and city residents would 
pay only for those services they use. 
County study commission members 
hope these service districts will lower 
the urban residents’ objections to a 
unified government.
Orr said another benefit in using a 
charter and a city dis-incorporation 
is the flexibility offered.
She said if city and county voters 
adopt the county chartered 
government but reject city dis-in­
corporation, the city study com­
mission still has the chance to 
present an alternative plan to city 
voters.
But, she said, if consolidation were 
defeated, the study commissions 
couldn’t present an alternative to 
voters for 10 years. She said a vote 
for consolidation is a one-shot deal 
and, considering the opposition it 
might encounter, it may not be worth 
the risks.
While city-county consolidation 
may yield more immediate benefits, 
its history of voter rejection seems to 
be causing commission members to 
shy away from it.
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UM Women’s Caucus 
to help fund Arizona’s 
supporters of ERA
/ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- '---------------------------- N
news briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
By LINDA ROBBINS
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Montana supporters of Equal 
Rights Amendment may have a hand 
in helping ERA backers pass the 
amendment in Arizona.
A plan for women and groups in 
Montana to act in a “sister state" 
capacity is under way by the 
University of Montana Student Bar 
Association Women's Caucus.
The ERA was passed by the Mon­
tana legislature in 1974. Thirty-four 
states have ratified the amendment. 
Four more states must pass the ERA 
before it is added to the Constitution.
Carol Mitchell, a member of the 
Women's Caucus, said that Mon­
tana’s major role as a sister state 
would be to provide financial support 
to the ERA ratification council in 
Arizona.
Funds for the project will be raised 
by women's groups in the state and 
through private contributions, Mit­
chell said.
Some members of the Women’s 
Caucus, who have been active in 
supporting the ERA, felt “very frus­
trated" because the amendment had 
not been ratified, Mitchell said.
The plan to help Arizona sup­
porters of the ERA was made by 
women who still want to remain ac­
tive in assuring the passage of the 
amendment, she said.
M itchell said that national 
organizations had participated in 
similar activities to support the ERA 
in other states.
However, Mitchell said, money is 
more effectively raised and spent on 
a local or state-wide level. In this 
way, she said, money goes directly to 
the agencies for which the con­
tributor intended it,' without being 
filtered through a large organization.
According to a Women’s Caucus 
news release, the ERA amendment 
will be brought before the 1976 
Arizona legislature. The amendment 
was considered in Arizona in 1972, 
1973,1974 and 1975, but never went 
before both houses of the legislature 
until last year.
In 1975, Arizona defeated the ERA 
16 to 14 in the Senate and 41 to 19 in 
the House.
Information about the project can 
be obtained from the Women’s 
Caucus in the law school.
“Give me a child and I’ll shape him 
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Generalissimo Francisco Franco, dictator of Spain for 36 years, Is dead, 
the government announced early today. He was 82. Franco, who has been 
near death since Oct. 17, will be succeeded by his hand-picked heir. Prince 
Juan Carlos de Borbon, 37. Carlos was made temporary chief of state Oct. 30 
as the stricken Franco showed no signs of recovery. He will become Spain's 
first king in 44 years.
Results of new particulate-emission tests at Montana Power’s electric gen­
erating plant in Billings are being withheld by Montana’s Air Quality Bureau. 
A spokesman for the state agency said this is being done to avoid influencing 
the Health Board's upcoming decision on whether or not the proposed 
Colstrip 3 and 4 generators will meet state and federal air and water-quality 
standards. Previous test results on the J. E. Corette plant were presented at 
Colstrip hearings this summer.
The 1974 breaking and entering conviction of Joan Little, the black woman 
acquitted last August of murdering a white jailer, was upheld yesterday by the 
North Carolina Court of Appeals, The decision automatically carries an order 
that Little begin serving her 7- to 10-year sentence. An appeal of the decision 
is being prepared for the North Carolina Supreme Court.
A U.S. satellite was fired toward orbit yesterday to learn if man-made pollu­
tion is destroying the protective ozone layer around the earth. Instruments on 
the satellite will send back information to be used by scientists to try to 
determine if pollution is depleting the ozone layer. This layer acts as a shield 
against harmful radiation from the sun.
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The most advanced 
speaker system ever made.
By developing new high-polymer molecular film technol­
ogy and incorporating it for the first time in a speaker 
system, Pioneer achieves new heights in sound repro­
duction with the HPM-200. This 5-way system offers 
unequaled dispersion, transient response and linear 
power handling capability with a combination of two 
totally isolated 10-inch carbon fiber cone woofers, a 
2V2 -inch wide-dispersion dome midrange driver plus a 
tweeter and super tweeter employing the exclusive high- 
polymer molecular film technology. Housed in a hand­
some acoustic suspension enclosure, the HPM-200 can 
handle up to 200 watts of music power. Here's the closest 
approach to totally faithful musical sound reproduction 
ever achieved. 32" (H) x 29" (W) x 19" (D).
ELECTRONIC
USP-475-164
PARTS CO. 1030 South Ave. W.
“Across from the Fairgrounds’’
Research bureau aids study groups
By NANCY DOMBO
Montana Kaimin Reporter
While voter review commissions 
are studying their own city and 
county governments, the Bureau of 
Government Research at the 
University of Montana is supplying 
the commissions with information 
about poss ib le  a lte rn a tive  
governments.
Jim Lopach, associate director of 
the bureau, said Tuesday that the 
commission members often request 
information about specific problems 
and technicalities.
The bureau conducts seminars for 
citizens on the review board. A series 
of workshops have been held in Mis­
soula, Kalispell, Great Falls, 
Bozeman and Billings the past three 
months. Delegates from the 1972 
Constitutional Convention, college 
professors, city commissioners, 
members of the Montana League of 
Women Voters and members of the 
State Commissions on Local 
Government acted as information 
sources for the workshops. The 
bureau sponsored the workshops 
which were partially funded by Com­
munity Service Programs of Title I of 
the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Louis Hayes, director of the 
bureau, said yesterday that Title I is a 
federal program that sponsors public 
service activities.
Matching Funds
Peter Koehn, project director of 
several of the bureau’s federally sup­
ported programs, said yesterday the 
total program costs forthree years of 
the program which he supervises 
totaled $150,000.
He explained that the grants are 
given to the bureau on a matching- 
funds basis, with the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare giv­
ing $2 to every $1 provided by the 
bureau.
HEW is the administrator of Title I.
Koehn, an assistant professor of 











spent by paid and voluntary workers 
is counted as part of the bureau's 
matching funds.
He said that there are six persons 
working for the bureau at UM and 
"countless" others who provide 
services for the bureau, such as 
speaking at workshops or writing 
articles for the bureau's publications.
The bureau receives $3,200 from 
UM, Hayes, po litica l science 
department chairman, said. The 
money is used to pay work-study 
students, buy supplies, pay com­
munication costs, such as telephone 
and mailing costs, and pay for travel 
expenses for the staff, he.said.
Main Objectives
One of the main objectives of the 
bureau is the development of 
educational materials.
The bureau publishes a periodic 
newsletter, the Montana Public Af­
fairs Report, many articles written by 
UM political science professors. 
About 10 other information papers 
and booklets are published by the 
bureau. Most are funded primarily by 
Title I.
Not only is the bureau educating 
Montana voters, but also Montana 
h igh schoo l s tuden ts  and 
government officials from outside of 
Montana, Lopach said.
Books and Games
A textbook about government 
review has been made by bureau 
members and distributed to about 40 
social studies teachers throughout 
Montana, Lopach said. The textbook 
was first introduced to the two Mis­
soula high schools, Sentinel and 
Hellgate, and to Terry High School 
and Poison High School.
A "simulation situation" game for
high school students has been 
developed by Robert Eagle, UM as­
sistant professor of political science, 
Lopach said.
The game provides for 31 possible 
roles for students to play in the 
simulation of government review in 
the hypothetical city of Clark Falls, 
Montana, Lopach said.
He said that the textbooks and the 
game were developed because of a 
need for curriculum materials. 
Teachers had been using the regular 
publications of the bureau to teach 
their students about government 
review, Lopach added.
Government officials from outside 
Montana, especially from neighbor­
ing states, have been very interested 
in Montana's unique process of 
government review, Lopach said. He 
said that state and city represen­
tatives from other states have come 
to the bureau for information on the 
system of review.
“With the possible exception of 
Nixon, Hubert Humphrey is the 
purest and most disgusting example 
of a Political Animal in American 
politics today. They are both
career anti-Communists: Nixon's gig 
was financed from the start by Big 
Business, and Humphrey's by Big 
Labor . . . and what both of them 
stand for today is the de facto 
triumph of a One Party System in 
American politics.’’—Hunter S.
Thompson, in Fear and Loathing on 
the Campaign Trail 72.
“ If people demonstrated in a 
manner to interfere with others, they 
should be rounded up and put in a 
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Colstrip . .  .
•  Cont. from p. 1
resulting in a drastic drop in the 
property tax rate."
The mill levy has dropped from 129 
mills in 1975 to 109 mills in 1976, he 
explained.
“There has been an increase in 
crime in the county,” he noted. "But 
you should go back and look at the 
crime rate at the state and national 
levels and in other urban areas.
“Crime will decrease as the 
population changes to a stable com­
munity.”
The company has spent betwen $9 
million and $10 million to develop the 
town, he said.
Western Energy Co., a subsidiary 
of MPC, bought the town from 
Pacific Power, hesaid, as a condition 
for buying the coal reserves.
“The real intent was not to make 
money,” he insisted, “but to develop 
a town that is a good and desirable 
community. Then get out."
Businesses Growing
Amick said Colstrip had no 
businesses before the mining began 
but now has a shopping center that 
includes several businesses and a 
bank.
The company is trying to get a 
grocery store in the town, and also a 
full-time doctor, he said.
The schools have been improved, 
and a new grade school will be built, 
he added. More programs are now 
available in the high school, he con­
tinued, and the schools have the 
lowest pupil-teacher ratio in the 
state.
The $526,000 grant by the Federal 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to
build the recreation and park system 
is not a subsidy, he said.
Rather, it is a matching fund 
between the bureau and the com­
munity, he said. The company, he 
said, is donating the land and also 
paying the community's share of the 
cost.
"Colstrip is not a company town in 
the historical sense," he commented. 
"The eventual aim is to get out of the 
town business and leave it to the 
citizens."
Western Energy is transferring 
property, and will sell most of the 226 
houses it,built to individuals, he said.
Drinkers poor sleepers
Sleeping off a drunk may be the 
tim e-honored way to cure a 
hangover, but in the long run, the 
bigger the drinker, the lighter the 
sleeper, according to three 
University of Oklahoma researchers.
The three researchers, engaged in 
a three-year research project at the 
university’s A lcohol Research 
Center, said alcoholics suffer from 
insomnia, repeated awakenings, a 
marked increase in dreaming and lit­
tle or no deep sleep.
The team is trying to determine 
whether these disturbances con­
tinue after the drinker has "gone on 
the wagon."
Aided by a $168,000 federal grant, 
the team has hooked 40 volunteers 
from an alcohol treatment program 
to polygraph machines which 
monitor their sleep, allowing the 
scientists to study the long range 
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g ’a ll C o m e
The few remaining wilderness 
areas must be given the same con­
sideration as other natural 
resources. Bud Moore said Tuesday 
night in the University Center 
Ballroom.
Moore, a retired Forest Service of­
ficial, was a guest speaker for a 
three-day Wilderness Institute 
conference.
He told an audience of about 350 
that most people only recognize the 
tangible aspects of such areas, such 
as mineral and timber resources.
People are starting to realize the 
economic value of the intangible 
aspects of wild areas, he said.
LAST TIMES TODAY!
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History, wildlife, landforms and 
“the spirit of the place" are intangible 
but "very valuable aspects" of a wild 
area, he said.
Moore contended that intangible 
resources are becoming scarce and 
therefore increase in value.
"The American people must 
realize they are going to loose 
wilderness by ignoring it," Moore 
said.
He said that unless Americans act 
now, the wild areas not classified as 
wilderness areas will be destroyed.
Pulitzer prize winning poet Gary 
Snyder, who also participated in the 
institute’s program, read a selection 
of his poetry explaining his relation­
ship with wilderness areas.
His poems were written from his 
experiences ranging from working 
for the forest service to working in 
the engine room of a ship.
Snyder said he learned that even 
machinery is “sensitive and needs 
love like anything else.”
He spoke with sadness of logging 
and the explo itation of the 
wilderness: “ . . .  all America hung on 
a hook and burned in its own praise.”
"The creatures outside looked 
from pig to man, and from man to pig, 
and from pig to man again; but 
already it was impossible to say 
which was w h ich ."—George
Orwell/Animal Farm
protection
Yet he drew laughter from the 
audience, often ending serious 
poems with satirical and ironic 
humor.
in a poem on loggers he ended 
with a disgruntled logger saying, "I 
don’t have to take this shit—another 
20 years and I’ll tell them to cram it."
goings on
Lambda workshop 
here next week 
for gays’ counselors
•  Graduate Student Union, 12:10 
p.m. today, VC 201.
•  Play Reading, Mother M by Mike 
Shine, 3:10 p.m. today, Masquer 
Theatre.
•  Business A d m in is tra tio n  
Seminar, Decision Making for the 
Effective Executive, 4 p.m. today, BA 
211.
•  Candidate Selection for Student 
Member of Selection Committee for 
New Dean of School of Education, 7 
tonight, LA 102.
•  Student Management Group 
(Section 13), 7 tonight, F 201.
•  Job Hunting Skills Workshop, 7 
tonight, J 211.
•  UM Wildlife Club Film, The 
Grizzly of Montana, 7:30 tonight, SC 
131.
•  Meditation Club, satsang and 
meditation, self-knowledge dis­
course, 7:30 tonight, UC 360A.
A workshop designed to provide 
information about homosexuality 
will be held Monday at 8 p.m. in the 
Montana Rooms of the University 
Center.
Lambda, a University group 
designed to provide information, 
education and counseling about 
gays, will sponsor the workshop.
Will Roscoe, Lambda president, 
said the workshop will be primarily 
for guidance counselors, ministers,
mental health workers and members 
of the social sciences. These people 
are the ones who may be asked to 
provide counseling to gay persons or 
information about homosexuality, 
Roscoe said.
A panel discussion regarding gay 
counseling and an audio-visual 
presentation will be part of the 
workshop. ,
Further information may be ob­
tained by calling 728-0199.
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r
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1. LOST OR FOUND
'FOUND: blonde-haired German Shephard-X. about 
one year or less, found near Pattee Canyon Road. 
Call 728-2219. 29-4f
LOST: Keys on roach-clip. 243-5086. 29-1p
LOST: silver-framed glasses, 728-2139. 29-1 p
REWARD! Powderhorn down jacket, lost at Mon.- 
nite concert. Contact at 1219 So. Higgins. 29-1 p
LOST: GOLD-link bracelet, no charms. Please call: 
243-5515. 28-2p
LOST: SILVER bracelet in LA Bldg. Wed. morning, 
Nov. 12, 243-5515. 28-3p
FOUND YELLOW SPIRAL NOTEBOOK containing 
Anthropology Notes—Physical or Archeology. 
Claim in Kaimin Business Office J206 or call 243- 
6541. 27-4f
FOUND: GENERAL MUSIC NOTES—Loose papers 
on Helena St., close to Married Student Housing. 
Claim at Kaimin Business Office J206 or call 243- 
6541. 27-4f
FOUND: Calculator in MU115, balcony, 728-4884.
27-4f
FOUND: Orange backpack on University Ave. 728- 
4884. 27-4f
FOUND: KNIT HATS! 1 Black “diving" cap, found in 
LA205; a biue/green patterned cap/mltten set, 
also from LA205; 1 white, wool cap, found on 2 or 
300 block of Hilda Street. Claim at Kaimin 
Business Office. 27-4f
2. PERSONALS
OVERLAND EXPRESS in the Mansion. Listen to 
11 Johns Wilson”  Fri./Sat. 9-1. 29-2c
ASTROLOGY reveals your professional and 
romantic potentials; basic strengths and 
weaknesses; helps you know yourself. WIZARDS 
DREAM. Palace Hotel. 29-2p
MERRILL K. Riddick, Candidate for the U.S. 
Presidency, will speak Dec. 2 in UCB, Free. 29-1 c
OPEN MEETING to determine candidates for 
election as the student member of the selection 
committee for the New Dean of the School of 
Education. Thurs. Nov. 20th, 7:00 P.M. LA102.
29-1 p
"WHEN I SAY NO I FEEL GUILTY" paperback, 
Students' Bookstore.. 29-2c
BAD BACKS? HARD TIME SLEEPING? SITTING? 
STANDING? Chuck C^pcker at Missoula Athletic 
Club—offering class on how to relieve these 
problems. 543-6752 204 South 3rd West. 28-3p
GARY SNYDER at Freddy's: Six Sections, Riprap. 
Back Country, Earth House Hold, Regarding 
Wave. Turtle Island. 1221 Helen 728-9964. 28-2p
WIZARD'S DREAM. Bongs. Elk Horn Pipes. 
Incence. Papers. Water Pipes. Knives. Clips. Gifts. 
Astrology Charts. Palace Hotel on Broadway.
28-3p
IF TROUBLES ARE EATING AT YOU, DONT GET 
INDIGESTION. Talk about it. Student Walk-In. SE 
entrance, SHS Bldg. Every evening, 8-12, Daytime 
9-5 p.m., Room 176. 27-3c
SPEND NEW YEARS IN JACKSON HOLE. UM Ski 
Trip to Jackson Hole. Dec. 30 to Jan. 3. Price: 
$49.00. For more information, stop in at Program 
Council Office, UC 104. 27-10c
FLUNK YOUR MIDTERMS? It's not too late. Tutors 
at SAC. UC105. 26-5c
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie 
Kuffel, 728-3845 or 549-7721 or Joe Moran, 549- 
3385 or 543-3129. 7-36c
WOMEN'S PLACE health education/counseling, 
abortion, b irth contro l, pregnancy, V.D. 
counseling, crjsis, rape relief. M-F 2-8 p.m. 1130 
West Broadway 543-7606. 5-tfc
4. HELP WANTED
FEMALE MODELS NOW. Any Color. Any Size. Any 
Weight. No Skinny Girls Please. For Center 
Photography Courses. Good Pay. Call Lee Nye. 
Tel. 542-2649. Mornings. 29-2p
H O U S E -S IT T E R  fo r  C h r is tm a s  w eek. 
C o un try—o u td o o r chores . Board and 
compensation. Write P.O. Box 578, Missoula.
29-4p
AVON—NEED EXTRA $$ TO MAKE CHRISTMAS 
MERRIER? Earn them as an Avon Representative. 
Sell beautiful gifts, jewelry, cosmetics, more. I'll 
show you how. Call Avon District Mgr., Margaret 
May 549-1063. 27-4p
WORK-STUDY. CLERK/TYPIST; must type 55 
w.p.m. Call 543-5022. 29-4p
SAC HAS A WORK STUDY POSITION: for a 
Research Assistant to initiate and coordinate 
programs concerning environmental, consumer, 
and legislative issues. 26-5c
WANTED: WORK-STUDY. Part-time secretary. Law 
Office. Call 543-8222. 26-5p
SUBSTITUTE HOUSEPARENTS: Our Place Group 
Home, one weekend/month, must have 
experience with adolescent youth, send resumes 
to238So.6th E., Missoula or call 728-0879. 24-7p
7. SERVICES
MISSOULA ATHLETIC CLUB is offering classes in 
JUDO. KARATE, SELF DEFENCE (basically a 
women's class) for people of ell ages. Classes start 
Monday, will remain open til filled. 543-6752,204 
South 3rd W. Chuck Crocker, Instructor. 26-3p
8. TYPING
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 549-7680. 25-8p




SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE. Neat, Accurate. 542- 
2435. 22-19p
EXPERIENCED TYPING: Papers—dissertations. 
543-5286. -  18-15p
LYNN’S RUSH typing. 549-8074. 11-32p
TYPING ACCURATE; thesis experience. 543-6835.
6-37p
9. TRANSPORTATION
RIDER needed to San Francisco, leave Nov. 24 or 25, 
return Nov. .30, call Steve, 728-4831. 29-4f
3 NEED RIDE to Eugene, Oregon area for 
Thanksgiving break. Can leave as early as Nov. 25- 
Tues., will share gas expense. Prefer round trip. 
Call anytime, 549-5658. 29-4f
HELPI Need ride to Salt Lake City for Turkey Day. 
Can leave Wed., 1:00, and return Sun. Will share 
expenses. Call 549-6681. 29-4f
RIDE NEEDED to  P ortlan d . O regon fo r
Thanksgiving break 26th through 30th. Will share 
expenses. Please call 543-7442 after 5. 28-4f
TWO NEED ride to Salt Lake City for Thanksgiving 
break. Nov. 26-30. Will share expenses. Call 721- 
1979 after 5 p.m. 28-4f
NEED RIDE TO SPOKANE: after 4:30 p.m. on 
Friday. 721-2785, after 5. Ask for Brian. 28-3f
NEED RIDE to Idaho Falls November 27th, share 
expenses, call 243-2470. 28-4f
RIDE NEEDED to Boise, Idaho for Thanksgiving. 
Call 243-5018 or come by 404 Knowles. 28-5f
RIDE NEEDED to Kalispell Friday. One female. 721- 
1833. 28-2f
RIDE NEEDED TO GOLDEN, British Columbia or all 
points north in between. Leaving November 26th. 
Coming back 30th. Will share gas. Call 243-4577. 
Ask for Cindy. 27-6f
NEED RIDE TO JACKSON, Wyo. for Thanksgiving 
and return to Missoula. Share gas expenses. Call 
Greg, 243-2470. 27-6!
NEED RIDE TO GREAT FALLS. Friday, Nov. 21st, 
will share expenses. Contact Jesse at 270 Miller, 
243-4605. 27-4f
RIDE NEEDED TO Southern California, Nov. 21 or 
weekend before Thanksgiving and return Nov. 
29th weekend. 728-8203. 27-4f
ANYONE FLYING TO DAYTON, OHIO: at 
Thanksgiving, please contact Amy Harper 549- 
9903 (The Shack). 26-4p
NEED RIDERS: to NO. DAKOTA. Can take 4-5 
people. Am going as far as Dickenson. Will leave 
Nov. 21 and return Nov. 30: Leave note for Karen 
Trevaskis, in Student Box at Music building.
26-5f
11. FOR SALE
1974 KHARMAN GHI A. This is a true classic and one 
of the last sold in Montana. 1,948 actual miles. Air 
conditioning. Canary yellow. Spotless. $4,500, no 
trade. Call 442-3210 daytime. 442-7373 evenings.
_____________________________________ 29-3p
GUITAR FOR SALE— Epiphone FT-130 6-string 
acoustic, like new w/case, music books, extras. 
Cost $130 (guitar alone), will sell for $95. 549- 
7660. 29-2p
RUBBER-INSULATED BOOTS: good for hunting 
and outdoor use. exclt. cond . size 10. $10.1 PR. 
OLYMPIANS, super-quality, sub-zero insulated 
boots, steel-arch, size 7, $15. 549-8798.
MOTOROLA CONSOLE-STEREO: w/Jenson 
speakers $50. call 243-4030 or see at 504 Aber.
29*-2p
3 PR. SKI BOOTS: 2 pr. women's size 6, Swiss/ltalian 
made, almost new $25 each. 1 pr. men's 10%, 
Refker, German-made, excl. condition, $25. Call 
549-8798. 29-2p
'65 FORD %-T 4-wheel-drive, rebuilt engine, $1200. 
See at 1330 Howell. 29-4p
1 MARTIN D-12-20 12-string w/hard shell case. 
Excellent cond. Asking $400; 1 Yamaha 12-string, 
5 yrs. and beautiful, $175. Call Steve Smith, 721- 
2127. 29-4p
'63 CHEV. IMPALA CONVERTIBLE: good 
condition, $400 or best offer. Call 728-7920. 29-3p
73 MAVERICK. Call between 5 & 7 p.m. 721-1209. 
List price $2700. Selling for $2000. 28-5p
FROSTLINE KITS make exceptional gifts either in 
kit form or personally sewn. See the complete 
selection at BERNINA SEWING CENTER. 108% 
W. Main, 549-2811. 27-14c
SONY TC-129 Stereo Cassette Deck. Ph. 243-2460, 
or 358 Jesse. 27-5p
NEW CAMPANIA PROFESSIONAL—549-2829.
27-3p
DOWN SLEEPING BAG: Mummy, slant-tube 
construction $40. Leave message for R ich ' 
Landers, 243-6541. 25-6f
17. FOR RENT
2 ROOMS. 1 bdrm. each, includes phone, food opt., 
no pets, smkg., or drinking. 520 Arbor Dr. 728- 
1746. $60 ea. 29-3p
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: $75, 549-6732.
28-3p
20. MISCELLANEOUS
DANCE CLASSES. ELENITA BROWN: Pre-dance 
for small children—also: Ballet & Character, 
Modern, African & Jazz, Spanish, 728-1683.21-12c
Buffalo talk tonight
Larry Barsness will discuss 
American buffalo forklore at 7:30 
tonight in the Missoula Museum of 
the Arts, corner of Pattee and Pine 
Streets.
Barsness, assistant professor of 
English at the University of Montana, 

























1/2 club cab, 4-cylinder, V-8, 
4-speed, power steering, 
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